EVS project in the ADVIT “Europe Without Borders”

About ADVIT
ADVIT stands for Association for
Development, Voluntary Service and
Information for Youth. “Without
borders” means “no boundaries” and
also “without limits”. During the
volunteer’s stay in Moldova, ADVIT
takes care of the administrational
tasks connected to living abroad and
helps with many specific or
unforeseen situations.

ADVIT will take care of the following aspects for the volunteer: accommodation in a host family or a
volunteers’ flat with shared kitchen, toilet and bathroom, where each volunteer will have his/her own
room; a local mentor; meeting the volunteer at the airport; on-arrival meeting; communication with
sending organizations; any issue that the volunteer has to deal with during his/her stay in Moldova.
Also the ADVIT team is taking care of providing for volunteer:




pocket money 2 euro/day, including vacation days.
food money 70 euro/month;
transport money 150 lei per month

Besides this we help during the process of registering a temporary resident permit.
Also the volunteer will have language support courses 30 point (1 point =45min)
ADVIT team is formed of 7 workers and one volunteer.
Our main goals are:










to promote dialogue and contact between young people from all over the world;
to create favorable conditions for cooperation between youth from different cultures and
nations;
to develop the spirit of volunteerism among youth
to provide information and youth education according current aspects of Europe;
to inform youth in such spheres like: education, culture and social activities;
to create and coordinate youth exchange programs;
to study national cultural-history heritage of Moldova;
to promote a healthy lifestyle among youth
to develop youth mobility tourism.

ADVIT mission
ADVIT Moldova aims on promoting cultural understanding and youth empowerment through
opportunities of international exchange and voluntary work. Through volunteering with ADVIT Moldova,
participants gain valuable work experience, learn a new language and develop important vocational,
interpersonal and cultural skills.

About volunteer tasks










E-mail correspondence, especially with the volunteers
Supporting organization of the thematic meetings for local volunteers and mentors
Helping with the organization of events
Promoting the spirit of volunteering/EVS (e.g. by visiting different schools)
Writing posts about current events on the ADVIT Facebook page and for the ADVIT blog
Further editorial tasks (writing texts for different occasions)
General office tasks
Assisting in visiting other hosting organizations
Any other ad-hoc tasks as determined by the staff

About the city Chisinau
The ADVIT office is based in the center
of Chisinau, the capital city of the
Republic of Moldova. Chisinau is
Moldova's main industrial and
commercial center, and is located in
the center of the country. All important
administrative and political institutions
(the Parliament, Government, etc.) are
based in the city center. The
population of Chisinau municipality
counts around 800 000 inhabitants.
Though the country’s official language
is Romanian, Russian is also
omnipresent, due to the fact that
Moldova used to be part of the former Soviet Union. With a basic knowledge in either Romanian or
Russian, it’s possible to get along quite well.
Contrary to the relatively poor rural area and despite the partly still visible Soviet past, Chisinau gives you
the feel of living in a decent city with everything needed and appreciated in daily life: You’ll find modern
supermarkets and malls, cafes, bars, restaurants, discos and parks. Furthermore, the public transport
works very well.

About Moldova
Moldova is a landlocked country in Eastern Europe, bordered by Romania to the west and Ukraine to the
north, east, and south. The population is around 2,600,000 inhabitants. It has a lot of beautiful siting like
Orheiul Vechi:

Or Soroca Fortress and the Candle of Gratitude:

